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Choosing and Using a Refracting Telescope has been written for the many amateur astronomers

who already own, or are intending to purchase, a refracting telescope â€“ perhaps to complement

their existing arsenal of larger reflecting telescopes â€“ or for the specialist who requires a particular

refractor for serious astronomical applications or nature studies.Four hundred year ago, during the

winter of 1609, a relatively unknown Italian scientist, Galileo Galilei designed a spyglass with two

crude lenses and turned it skyward. Since then, refractors have retained their dominance over all

types of reflector in studies of the Moon, planets and double stars because of the precision of their

optics and lack of a central obstruction in the optical path, which causes diffraction effects in all

commercially-made reflectors.Most mature amateur astronomers got started with a 60mm refractor,

or something similar. Thirty years ago, there was little choice available to the hobbyist, but in the last

decade long focus crown-flint achromats have moved aside for some exquisitely crafted

apochromatic designs offered by leading commercial manufacturers. There has been a huge

increase in the popularity of these telescopes in the last few years, led by a significant increase in

the number of companies (particularly, William Optics, Orion USA, StellarVue, SkyWatcher and

AstroTech) who are now heavily marketing refractors in the amateur astronomical magazines.In

Choosing and Using a Refracting Telescope, well-known observer and astronomy writer Neil

English celebrates the remarkable history and evolution of the refracting telescope and looks in

detail at the instruments, their development and their use. A major feature of this book is the way it

compares not only different classes of refractor, but also telescopes of each class that are sold by

various commercial manufacturers. The author is perhaps uniquely placed to do this, having used

and tested literally hundreds of different refracting telescopes over three decades.Because it

includes many diverse subjects such as imaging with consumer-level digital cameras, imaging with

webcams, and imaging with astronomical CCD cameras â€“ that are not covered together in equal

depth in any other single volume â€“ Choosing and Using a Refracting Telescope could become the

â€˜refractor bibleâ€™ for amateur astronomers at all levels, especially those who are interested in

imaging astronomical objects of every class.
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If you are a refractor affectionado you will love this book. I have used telescopes for over 45 years

and I thought I knew everything about refractors and I was wrong (e.g. defocus tolerance and the

affects on seeing). The book has a breezy writing style that is upbeat and fun to read. Mr. Neil

English is passionate about refractors and it is infectious! My only complaint is that the book places

too much emphasis on reviewing telescopes (which will become outdate over time) and I would like

to seen more emphasis on testing and optical performance theory. To the author's credit he did an

excellent job explaining complex optical theory in a very digestable manner. A few typos were noted

and some of the graphs were hard to decipher (due to lack of a color legend). Most of the books

emphasis is on visual observing and not digital imaging. Some readeres may not agree with the

author that the old telescopes were in many cases better than the new genera of APOs. I do agree

with the author's statement that a properly made achromat with a slow f/ratio is really hard to beat

for depth of focus, sharpness and contrast. I have seen it with my own eyes! When the book came

to an end I found myself wanting more.

I've been a very interested in cosmology and astronomy most of my life, but just this year got

seriously interested in actually telescopes and astro-photography. I own a Newtonian, a Catadioptic,

and a small Refractor. I have noticed that most of the best astrophotographs are take with

refractors, so I thought I'd seriously look into getting a decent one for imaging so I bought Mr.



English's book. I have to say that of all the literature I have collected on telescopes and astronomy,

(I seem to have bought them all) this is, by far, the most informative, up to date, and enjoyable of

them all. I have read and re-read this book and always learns something new. The author

thoroughly covers the subject matter with succinct explanations of the various types of refractor

design and what to expect as far as performance. If you are thinking of buying a refractor, this book

is well worth reading. You can tell that the author enjoys refractors. This book is one I will keep!

Neil English has a passion for refractors and he isn't afraid to sing its praises!Nowadays, it would

seem that refractors have taken a back seat to more popular, compact designs like the

Schmidt-Cass, Maksutov, or amateur astronomy's workhorse, the Newtonian. But Mr. English

pleads the case for the iconic refractor and the quality of its still superior images. He covers every

design type with in-depth chapters ranging from; the history of the refractor, the traditional classical

f/15 refractor, instruments of faster ratios, special dispersion glass, apochromatics, and the future of

the refracting telescope. English also devotes chapters to the refractor's peculiarity of design and

presents a strong case as to why the venerable, classical f/15 refractor still reigns supreme. The

closing chapter covers the classical refractor's more recent popularity and quiet comeback.Neil

English loves refractors and his enthusiasm sometimes leaps off the page. But, his work is

methodical and he backs his observations and examples with hard evidence, calling on optical

experts and professional astronomers to rally for his cause.If you are a hardcore refractor man, Neil

English is preaching to the choir. If you are considering purchasing a refractor, this book is a

revelation. If you like telescopes, this book is simply a joy to read.I have been a dedicated refractor

owner, and user, for more than 34 years. Looking through a long focus, "classical" refractor for the

first time is an experience that is truly sublime. And, it stays with some amateur astronomers for a

lifetime.

If you are thinking about buying a refractor telescope, read this book first. By the time you are done,

you will understand the differences and similarities between Achromatic and Apochromatic

refractors and which type is best for you. You will learn about the types of "glass" used in refractor

lenses and why some kinds of glass are better than others. This is important because the type of

glass used on the telescope has a direct bearing on its ability to snap to focus and diminish or

eliminate false colors. The kinds of glass used also has a direct impact on your checkbook.

Generally speaking, the better the glass, the more costly the scope.Choosing and Using a

Refracting Telescope was published in 2011 and is pretty much up-to-date in its product



information, particularly in regard to which telescope manufacturers are leaders in their field. The

book covers telescopes of all sizes and prices and makes comparison shopping much easier. I

particularly like the fact the Mr. English speaks his mind about why one scope may be better than

another and he is not hesitant to make recommendations. Neil English is also an excellent writer so

reading the book is a pleasant experience. He takes difficult subjects and presents them in such a

way that even amateur astronomers can understand them. I rate this one 5 stars.
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